
PRESS RELEASE
SUBMIT YOUR SHORT FILM AND PARTICIPATE IN  

" CORTI AND CIGARETTES
Deadline 30 June 2014. Find out how here: www.cortiandcigarettes.com

The new edition of Corti and Cigarettes 2014 kicks off: the 7th edition of the Capital’s film 
festival that offers the Italian public a selection of the best short films of the international 
stage.
For this edition also, side by side with the competive sections  International Shorts (editor 
Tommasos Ranchino ) and Experimental Shorts (editor Valentino Catricalà ) , the directors 
of Corti and Cigarettes propose Web Series ( for fans of web -series ) , Music Shorts ( the 
section under the watchful eye of Alessandro Guida, reserved for videoclips still  unreleased 
or  published  in  2014) and  Medshort  (  the  series  coordinated  by Alessandro  Zoppo that 
collects,  selects  and disseminates the short  films from all  countries  of  the  Mediterranean 
basin ) .
The other new features are : Dance your movie ( the international competition led by dancer 
and choreographer Francesco De Simone and dedicated to  young dancers,  who will create a 
choreography to the music of films ) and Naturally Together, the focus section directed by 
Guido Orlandini and dedicated to the success stories of immigration.
The  panel  of  Corti  and  Cigarettes  intercepts  -  explain  the  promoters  Nicola  Liguori,  
Tommaso Ranchino and Annamaria Liguori - all the public, and all those productions , which 
in recent years have fueled a real film production hub on the web. The aim is to channel  
within the festival all the production that now invades the new media market and that often 
dictates  new  rules  and  new  standards,  also  accepted  by  the  mainstream  TV  and  film 
industries.
We can therefore expect an event which, this year more than ever, will be able to propose to 
the Italian public an  offering of short films that will leave no spaces and artistic productions 
untouched,  aiming to  promote the emerging young,  research,  experimentation and the 
promotion of culture as a meeting place.
A full panel therefore for Corti and Cigarettes which – having been awarded the Gold Medal 
of the President of the Republic and reached its  seventh edition -  aims to maintain its 
commitment to research , dissemination and promotion of the best short films in circulation, 
and confirm itself as a place of exchange between film-lovers from all over the world to 
reflect on new ideas and possible cooperation.

THE DEADLINE TO PARTICIPATE IN CORTI AND CIGARETTES  is June 30, 2014
For further information: www.cortiandcigarettes.com
email: cortiandcigarettes@gmail.com


